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TUESDAY, APRIL 14, 1931

Track M eet Decorations
On Houses Again Play Up
“ Montana fo r Montanans,,
Incentive to Organizations Planning Decorations Acquainting High
School Students With University Is Offered by Two Prizes;
' Bear Paws Discuss Transportation Plans
“ Montana for Montana Students.” Again will this slogan be the
theme o f fraternity and sorority house decorations, according to Bob
Hendon, Lewistown, chairman o f the student Interscholastic commit
tee. “ Larger schools o f other states attract a good-sized percentage
of Montana high school graduates,"
ND still the writer is suffering said Hendon. “ One of the biggest
from amnesia at the expense of objectives of Interscholastic week is
to acquaint these students with their
a couple of fine spring days that can
own University. A great deal of this
benumb any of the fertile brains of
is accomplished through the medium
collegiana. With all the golfers and
of decorating, stressing the ‘Montana
tennis players out in force, we got to
for Montana Students* idea."
thinking of the splendid opportunities
Letters have been sent out already
that the Montana intra-mural athletic
to the fraternities and sororities by
program can offer for intra-collegiate
Charles Gaughan and Hazel Borders, Ten Principal Parts Are Cast for
competition. .Within the past few
in charge of house decorations. These
“ Purple Towers” Production
years, under the guidance of Harry
letters tell the details of the decora
Adams, an extensive program has
Next Month
tive work, describe the prizes, and ask
been outlined for student participa
for the co-operation of the different
tion. Each year an increasingly large
Principal
speaking
parts of “ Purple
number of students* has taken part in groups.
Towers" the musical comedy which
Decoration Prizes
these intra-mural activities, which in
the
Independents
of
the
University are
Added incentive towards decoration
clude golf, tennis, baseball, horseshoe
this spring will be had in two beauti producing under the auspices of the
and track.
ful cups which have been provided by Disabled Veterans has been cast and
rehearsals started. According to di
NTERCOLLEGIATE athletics have the B. & H. and Kohn Jewelry firms. rectors Albert Erickson and Leslid
These cups are of the rotative nature.
received the brunt of a large num
When one group has won the cup for Pace the cast is now complete ex
ber of sharp criticisms, while the three times, it will become the perma cept for one role, which will be cast
commentors have usually been quite nent owner. In addition to the cups, shortly. There are ten principals in
enthusiastic as to student participa cash prizes will be awarded, accord this musical comedy by Don C. Wil
son.*
tion in intra-mural contests. Often, ing to Gaughan.
After last week’s tryouts casting
the actual benefits of intra-mural
Campus decorations will be much
athletics are not apparent. Few seem the same as in other years, according has been made so that the best avail
to be participating 1n them because to George Hillman, chairman of the able talent from the barb group has
they cover such a wide range, and campus decorations division. The been obtained. Most of the principals
there is no scoreboard to measure the lights on the oval will be decorated are singers and some surprising
result of the competitions. This again, the bleachers will be lined with voices have been discovered accord
seemed to be the attitude upon the flags, in addition to many other fea ing to thd directors. The show con
Oregon State campus in regard to tures. It is planned to again light up tains a number of male and female
participation in intra-mural athletics. the M with fusees after the Track choruses which will, be trained by
Norman Means of the Disabled Vet
Meet S.O.S.
erans. The chorus members have not
IGURES from the intra-mural
No Meal Tickets
director show that on the Oregon
For the first time in many years of been picked as yet but the dance
history, the committee routine is finished and practices will
campus 1757 men have taken part Interscholastic
in
begin some time this week.
the program, or that about 77.3 per will not pay for the meals of any con
“.Purple Towers" is a recent musi
cent of the eligible men have engaged testants, this year.
Lodging tickets will be furnished to cal comdtly which contains a number
in sports. Undoubtedly, figures on our
of song hits. The scene of the com
own campus would support the con two contestants from each high
edy is laid in a small town and at
tention that students are deriving a school. These tickets, which are sim
the estate of Purple Towers which
good deal of athletic stimulus and ilar to a Pullman ticket, will consist
is owned by an heiress Miss Mary
physical benefits from the intra-mural of three coupons, attached to a stub
which will be labeled similarly, con Marble. This part will be played by
program.
taining the lines, “ Good for one night’s Kathryn Mason." The young novelist
who is infatuated by her will be
HEN there is the library to be lodging for one person.”
Bear Paws will meet Wednesday played by Taylor Gardner. Urseba
considered when the spring
evening. At this time Dean T. C. Applegate, an elderly woman, who
comes. Mostly it is forgotten and left
Spaulding will meet with them, in has rented the estate, will be done
quite isolated, while its occupants
structing the members in their duties by Anna Mae Crouse.
content themselves with outdoor
Bertha Cone will play the part of
during Track week. Both Bear Paws
diversion. Golf, tennis, automobile
and Tanans are beginning to line up Tillie, the eccentric maid. Don Marrs
rides, and picnics furnish sufficient
the cars they will need during this and Andrew Mallon as Earl Parker
enough amusement to keep the col
week. They ask that any person who and Red Nichols form a good comedy
legiate mind occupied. The inclination
for their use Iteam- Helen Trumbull, the warbling
can do so offer his
that he may have acquired during the
niece, will be sung by Margaret Griffat this time.
winter to do some reading, is com
ing. Robert Ryan has the role of a
pletely forgotten when spring and the
village constable.
outdoors call.
The remaining parts* for this musi
cal comedy will be cast soon,
HE DAILY NEBRASKAN com
choruses and specialty dances will be
gin rehearsal this week. An indepen
ments on this phase: “When col
dent orchetsra will furnish music for
lege men wore pegtop trousers, rented
the production.
tallyhoes, grew mustaches, courted

S

Independents
Rehearse for
Musical Show

I

F

K

■

ladies, put on winter underwear after
the football season closed—in those
days reading was common. Some
rational collegians actually visited
the kain library in their spare time
to read. They missed the real enter
tainment. While sitting in a welllighted, properly heated room and
gazing enraptured at a book they were
wasting time. Their sons and daugh
ters prefer to slouch in a coffee shop,
sipping *weak cokes, inhaling cigarette
fumes, making foolish conversation.
Evolution is a marvelous thing."

Spanish Club Is,
Commemorating
Pan-American Day

J. McCormick Will Sing, A. R J A a v r n r o
Wright GiTes Address; High
A ^ A . U . W . b p O n S O lfS
School Group Guests

Crowder Presents
Ninth Recital in
Review of Music

NO. 4 8

Pan-Hellenic Is Youth Group THURSDAY MORNING
Planning Formal Ends Second
Dance, April 241
MARKS OPENING OF
j

Session Here

Council Announces Committee Heads)
Evelyn Blaeser Chosen
Chairman
Dr. Rice and Gertrude Crane Are
Pan-Hellenic formal will be held at
the Elite ball room April 24, accord
ing to Evelyn Blaeser, who is in
charge of the dance.
Members of the dance committees
are as follows: Decorations, Georgia
Fisher, chairman; Annie Jean Stew
art, Loisjane Stephenson, and Alice
Taylor. Chaperones, Frances Ruckman, chairman; Betty Nossell, Miriam
Barnhill, and Marjorie Mumm. Pro
grams, Mary Hegland, chairman;
Mildred Renshaw, and Hazel Bor
ders. Punch, Rita Mercer.
t a meeting of Pan-Hellenic Thurs
day, April 3, there was some discus
sion as to whether the dance should
be formal or not. It was decided that
it probably will be formal because
the Junior Prom is going to be a
novelty dance.

B ig Cam pus
Clean-up Day
Is Postponed
Aber Day Will Not Be Held This
Week Due to Inclement Weather
Says Manager
Unsettled weather, which for the
past two weeks has curtailed outside
social activities, hampered the track
and field men and caused the campus
pppulace to snuggle back into top
coats and slickers, add has delayed
the dawn of Aber Day. .For the last
couple of weeks the students have
thought that the annual clean-up
would be held this week,
coats and slickers. For the last couple
of weeks the students have thought
that the annaul clean-up would be
held this week.
Work sheets are undergoing their
last minute revisions which are al
ways necessary. But that does not
mean, according to Billy Rohlffs.
Manager, that Aber Day is to be held
in the near future.
The bell in Main hall tower ringing
at 7 o’clock always heralds the com
ing Aber Day. It is certain that the
bell win not ring this week; the
weather must clear up before the Uni
versity’s housecleaning will t a k e
place.
Punishments dealt to violators and
delinquents will be in proportion to
the crime committed, according to Leo
Kottas, chief justice of Ye High Court.
Any violators of Aber Day law will
be subjected to one or more of three
methods of trial: The first is the ter
rifying judicium aquae fridigaej the
second a dreadful judicium offae, janis
conjuiation; and the third a shock
ing judicium ferri, juise.
Stand plans for the punishments
have been turned over to the carpen
ter shop. The High Court committee
is working on the details for various
procedure and activities of the official
bench.

Main Speakers o f Weekend
Meeting
Western Montana’s second annual
youth conference held under the aus
pices of the University Christian
Union closed its session Saturday eve
ning with a social program. The final
session was devoted entirely to talks
by Dr. Clayton S. Rice, Billings, and
Miss Gertrude B. Crane, Intermoun
tain college.
The conference opened with a ban
quet at the Presbyterian church, with
120 out-of-town and local delegates
attending. The main program of the
conference was held Saturday in three
divided sessions, forenoon, afternoon
and evening, in the women’s gym
nasium at the State University.
The general sessions of the day
were addressed by Dr. Rice and Miss
Crane on the central theme, “ Youth
and the Christian Life." The sectional
meetings, segregated as to the dis
cussion of subject matter during the
conference, were under the leadership
of Dr. C. M. Donaldson, Rev. F. L.
Gilson, Rev. John R. Hahn and Dr.
David E. Jackson.
The recreational program was in
charge of Rev. Carleton, Superior, and
the community singing, with several
special features, was directed by Rev.
H. J. Frame, Poison.
Delegations came from Butte, Poi
son, Alberton, Superior, Stevensville,
Victor and Anaconda, the largest dele 
gation coming from Poison. All told
there were more than 60 out-of-town
delegates attending the youth con
ference.
The purpose of these youth con
ferences has been to assist young
people in solving Religious questions
which are naturally troublesome later
on and to give them a better under
standing of the Christian way of
living.

Negherbon Will
Give Talk on Art
At Club Meeting
Seven Arts Group Will Meet Tonight
At 8 o’Clock In Foyer of Little
Theater
“ Impressionistic Art," will be the
subject of a talk by William 0. Neg
herbon at a meeting of the Seven Arts
club tonight in the foyer of the Little
Theater at 8 o’clock. All students in
terested in the Seven Arts club pr
the subject of modern art are invited
to attend this meeting, according to
Raymond G. Enyart, chairman of the
arrangements committee.
The Seven Arts club is planning a
number of interesting programs for
the remainder of the quarter with
readings. of student written work
scheduled. At a later meeting Profes
sor H. G. Merriam of the Department
of English will read George Bernard
Shaw’s play, “ The Apple Cart."

Appearance Here
Of Woman Lawyer Montana Follows Modern Mode

Songs, an address, debates and
ames will feature the fiesta to be
giv<
on Pan-American day, today,
by the Spanish club. Special Spanish Dr. Juliette VeiUler-Duray Speaks on
songs will be sung by Washington J.
April 21 on Feminist Problems
McCormick, Missoula attorney, accom
In France
panied by his guitar.
“The Most Significant Phase of PanDr. Juliette Veillier-Duray, a dis
Americanism and the Recent Develop tinguished woman lawyer of France,
ments of Latin America" will be the will speak at a dinner meeting spon
topic of the address to be given by sored by the A. A. U. W. which will
Professor Almon R. Wright, who is a be held at the Florence hotel Tues
specialist in Latin-American history. day, Alpril 21 at 6:30 o’clock. Her sub
Games of completion concerning Ject will be “Educational and Fem
Latin-American history, affairs and inist Problems in France.”
geography will occupy part of the eve
Dr. Veillier-Duray' is vice-president
ning. Prizes for the winners will be of the French Association of Univer
trinkets from Latin America. There sity Women and is a member of t
Next to East ot Series of Recitals will be group singing ot popular Span committee for determining the eco
ish songs.
Will Be Presented In Haste
nomic and legal status of women in
Two questions will be discussed the International Federation of Uni
House Tonight
competitively by Armon Glenn, Glenn versity Women. She came to the
Lockwood, Curley Gosswlller and Eva|Unltcd gtate8 to the meetillg of the
John Crowder will present the ninth Lesell.
International federation and also of
o f.* series of ten recitals which have
Members of the High School Span- the American association, which were
been given through the year entitled, ish club and University students
recently Held In Boston. The Missoula
“The Review of Music," in the Music 13a and Advanced Spanish are invited organl2atlon c o d e r s iteeir fortun
house this evening at 8 o’clock. The to this open meeting. The meeting
ate to be able to hear Dr. Veillierprice of admission is one dollar.
will be in the library of the Forestry
Duray, who is one ot the most dis
The program includes:
building at 7:45 o’clock.
tinguished women of France.
Symphonic Variations..........Schumann
Pan-American day was set aside by
Songs Without W ords__Mendelssohn President Herbert Hoover last year
PHI LAMBDA MEETS
a. Hunting Song.
in recognition pf the growth and in
b. Barcarolle.
terest in Latin America.
“ New Horizons in Medical Chemis
c. Consolation.
try" was the subject of a talk by
d. Spring Song.
I Art Burng> .28_ o{ Helena, Is a guest
Francis Lasby, Townsend; featured at
Butterfly K in g ---------- --------Newland ot the Phi Delta Theta hou8e ^
a meeting of Phi Lambda, local chem
Valse Caprice--------- M _____ Newland j week
istry honorary, last Thursday.
Business discussion and plans for
Miriam McLeod who was sent to I John Frohlicher was the guest at the last quarter’s activity were also
the hospital Friday, April 10, will be I dinner of Alpha Tau Omega last Sun- considered by members of the frater
out in a few days.
* day.
nity.

VOLUME XXX.

In Adopting Official Faculty Garb
Caps and Gowns of Different Types, Denoting Various Ranks, Accepted
By Most Colleges, Will Be Used Here
“ Caps and gowns will appear as official faculty garb at Commence
ment exercises this June, after a faculty decision o f last year, made in
accordance with traditions carried out by leading colleges throughout
the county,” says Dr. C. W. Waters, Commencement chairman.
Seven hundred colleges and univer
sities in the United States and Canada,
the Philippines and Porto Rico, Tur
key and Syria now use the intercol
legiate system of regulating academic
ceremonial garb, which was adopted
by a commission from leading Ameri
can colleges In 1894.

the bachelor’s gown is three feet long;
the master’s, four feet long; and that
ot the doctor’s has an added panel.
Hoods are lined with the color or
colors of the institution.
Definite colors symbolize various
degrees in this country. These urc
selected as appropriate to the depart
This system provides that the ment granting the degree.
bachelor’s gown shall be of black
Faculty members usually wear the
worsted with open or closed front I outfits of the school from which they
and long pointed sleeves. The master’s received their degree, or degrees,
gown of silk is made with an open These nationally adopted regulations
front. Its sleeves have squared ends for the- design of the academic gown
which fall below the knees. Full bell- are often changed or modified in cershaped sleeves distinguish the doctor’s tain institutions,
gown, which Is also made ot silk. The
This type of garb probably had its
'front of this gown is laced with vel first .inception in France, and these
vet, and the sleeves each have three costumes have been used in this coun
bars of blue velvet.
try since Colonial times. The demo
The mortar board cap, worn for cratic appeal in similar garb, mak
each degree, is of black cloth and has ing for a feeling of equality, improve
a black tassel, which is worn over ment in general effect of University
the left temple for honors. The doc functions and the resulting increased
tor’s cap may have a gold tassel and interest have lead to the general adop
tion of this system of academic cere
be made of black velvet.
Another distinguishing feature of monial throughout s c h o o l s and
these gowns is in the hood. That of colleges everywhere.

VODV1L TICKET SALE
Handbills Advertising Varsity Vodvil Will Be Distributed by Airplane
Tomorrow; Several Free Tickets Will Admit Lucky
Ones to Annual Show Free of Charge
Missoula literally will be bombarded tomorrow during the noon
hour, when handbills, advertising the 1931 Varsity Vodvil will be
distributed over the city from one o f the Bob Johnson planes.
George Hillman, manager o f the production, has arranged
-----------------------------If

with

— ....— ^Johnson whereby the dodgers will be
spread throughout the city. They probably will be scattered about 12:30
o ’clock. Intermixed with the thousand
white bills will be several bills which
bear the signature of Manager Hill
man. These will entitle the finder to
a seat at the annual presentation.
“Be sure and pick up all of the
bills you see lying around loose," said
House Party Reviews Fraternity Hillman. “ If it is one which bears
my signature, it will serve as a per
Life, Student Love, Murder
fectly good ticket to the show."
Included.
Ticket Sale
Tickets will go on sale at the Wilma
House Party, Masquers’ major pro booking office Thursday morning.
duction for the spring quarter, to be They will be sold until the night of
given May 1-2 at the Little Theater, Saturday, April 18. Contrary to the
was chosen, said William Angus, in announcement in Friday’s Kaimin
accordance to the tradition which the which stated that no money order
Masquers have followed for several sales would be made,* the manage
years: “ that the spring play be a ment said yesterday that orders would
comedy, light and popular. House be filled, when accompanied by money
Party fills the bill in every respect.” orders made out in the proper
“ It should prove to be very popu amount
All other rules which were an
lar with the students because it is
collegiate and as a New York reviewer nounced with regard to the sale of
said, Tt is distinguished by two com tickets will be held to strictly, how
mendable attributes: college boys who ever.
As usual, Varsity Vodvil will be
act human and a college atmosphere
shown to two audiences. The shows
that is believable.’ ’’
The background of the play is the will start promptly at 7 o’clock and
colorful atmosphere of a fraternity 9 o’clock. People are urged to come
dance at which the boys are in their early and take their seats, and in
best clothes and on their very best be this manner all confusion and noise
havior and the girls in their charming will be avoided after the program
afternoon gowns for the tea dance has begun. The order in which the
and graceful formals for the dinner acts will be given has not been de
termined as y et The different groups
dance.
The play abounds in normal col and their acts are: Alpha Phi, “Mu
sic
Time in Tulip Land;’’ Kappa Alpha
legiate behavior with its flippant ban
ter, wise cracking and plenty of the Theta, “ Vegetable Varieties;” Sigma
“ technique" which the young ^people Kappa, “Ardent Athletes,” or “This
indulge in their campus love affairs. Ain’t No Bull; ” Delta Gamma, “Sweets
There is comedy galore and for extra on Parade;" Independents, “ Blackface
g o o d 1 measure a murder mystery T ype;" Sigma Chi, “A Modernistic
which at times heightens the suspense Jack and the Beanstalk," and Phi
Delta Theta, “ Slips Don’t Count”
and intensity of the play.
Most of the prevalent collegiate
types are present in this large group
of students, that is, the beautiful but
dumb co-ed whom* her boy friend
brought to the party for petting pur
poses only. The pompous president of
the house, the gullible unsophisticated
freshman, the serious and ardent
lovers, the wise-cracking sophomores, Commencement Activities Will Involve
Several Changes In Former
the dumb blind date, the garrulous
Program
chaperon, the popular professor and
his wife and a large number of others.
Tentative plans for Commencement
All of these parts have been intrusted
to experienced and capable players week activities, involving several
and prospects for a good performance changes over previous years’ pro
grams, have been announced by Dr.
are excellent.
C. W. Waters, chairman of the Com
mencement committee.
All faculty members will attend
Commencement exercises garbed in
caps and gowns this year, which is
an innovation at Montana State uni
versity. Last June, only deans and
department heads appeared in aca
White, Sleeveless Slip-Overs Are demic costumes, while before that, no
faculty members wore caps and gowns
Available to Senior Class at
to Commencement
Sport Shop
Annual May fete, student Com
“ Sweaters for the members of the mencement production directed by
senior class are now available at the William Angus, will be given Friday
Sport S h o p," announced George evening, June 5 at 8:30 o’clock. This
Haney, class president yesterday. He was formerly put on by A. W. S., but
urges seniors to get their garb as soon last year it was enlarged to include
as possible.
other departments in the University.
The alumni-senior dinner, held each
The garment for the class of ’31
this year is a white, sleeveless slip year at Corbin hall, is to be a big
over sweater with the numeral on a ger event this year than before. After
maroon background. The insignia is this dinner, a band concert and then
removable from the sweater.
the traditional A. W. S. lantern par
The committee this year picked a ade are scheduled for presentation
garment which would be suitable and Saturday night, June 6.
useful after graduation, according to
Baccalaureate and graduation exer
Haney. Members of the garb commit cises will be held on Sunday night,
tee appointed at a meeting of the June 7, and Monday afternoon, June
senior class last quarter selected and 8, respectively. The class day carni
ordered the garb for wear at the be val given last year and the S. O. S.
ginning of this quarter. The sweaters held before the lantern parade are
are $3.25.
to be abandoned this year, according
to present plans.

College Play
Is S e le c te d
B y Masquers

Waters Outlines
Tentative Plans
For Senior Week

Senior Sweaters
Are on Sale Now
A t Local Store

Turney-High Makes
Crime Cost Survey Musicians Confer
About Music W eek
Dr. Harry Turney-High, assisted by
Harold Fitzgerald, will make a sur
vey in Butte this month of the “ cost
of the administration of criminal jus
tice.”
This work is financed by the Na
tional Study of the Cost of the
Administration of Criminal Justice, a
branch of President Hoover’s Crime
commission, and is done in connec
tion with the Department of Econom
ics here.

Mrs. W. W. Andrus of Miles City
vice-president ot the Music clubs of
the state of Montana, and a member
of the board of directors has been
a visitor in the city.
Mrs. Andrus, who is very active in
music circles, has been conferring
with John Crowder, associate profes
sor in the School of M ub Ic , a b o u t
plans for the promotion of an annual
Music Festival at the State University.
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Notices

Line W ill Review
Volume by Barron

Students interested In writing poe
try tor the Joyce Memorial contest
are invited by Professor H. G. Merriam to confer with him concerning
written work or subject matter.
Mr. Merrlam will hold critical inter
views with any student who has al
ready written poetry to be entered
in the contest or who is planning
Xo do so. These conferences are to be
held during Mr. Merriam’s office
hours in room 101 of the library.

Dean R. C. Line o f the School of
Business Administration will review
“They Told Barron” at Colloquium
Wednesday afternoon. Arthur Pond
and Samuel Taylor Moore are the co
editors of this collection of Barron’s
works.
Refreshments will be served dur
ing the social half-hour in the Home
Economics rooms. The meeting will
begin promptly at 4:40 o’clock. Every
one is invited.

There will be a very important
meeting of Bear'Paw tomorrow night,
April 15. This has to do with Inter
scholastic Meet and it is absolutely
necessary that every member be pres
Faculty Dancing Party................................................................. North Hall en t It will be at 7:30 o’clock in room
Delta Gamma .................................................................................... Fireside 204 of the Forestry building. There
will be a fine of 25 centh for every
member who is absent
Varsity V odvil........................................................................ Wilma Theater
Dick Fox, Chief Grizzly.

Sigma Chi entertained at a fireside
last Friday evening at the chapter
house on University avenue. The mu
sic was furnished by Pauly Keith and
his orchestra. Chaperons were: Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Borg, Mr. and Mrs.
W. N. Dixon and Dr. and Mrs. J. P.
Rowe.

The Montana Kaimin
Published semi-weekly by the Associated Students ot the University
of Montana.
Entered as second-class matter at Missoula, Montana, under act ot
Congress, March 3, 187
Subscription price, J2.B0 per year.
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Pan-American Day
ECOMMENDATION that the republics o f America, members o f
the Pan-American Union, designate April 14 as “ Pan-American
Day” was made by the governing board o f the Pan-American
Union on May 7, 1930. Twenty-two days later, President Hoover

R

issued the following proclamation:
"Now, therefore, I, Herbert Hoover, President o f the United
States o f America, in order to give effect to the resolution adopted
by the Governing Board o f the Pan-American Union, do hereby pro
claim April 14 as ‘Pan-American Day,’ and do hereby order that the
flag o f die United States be displayed on all Government buildings on
that date, and do invite the schools, civic associations, and people o f
the United States generally to observe the day with appropriate cere
monies, thereby giving expression to the spirit o f continental solidarity
and to the sentiments o f cordiality and friendly feeing which the Gov
ernment and people o f the United States entertain toward the peoples
and Governments o f the other Republics o f the American Continent.”
Recently Romain Rolland, a French writer o f note, wrote in a
Buenos Ayres magazine that he believed that the Latin-American
states would eventually be the link between the spirit o f Asia and that
o f Europe— that the Spanish language has a better chance to become
the international language than either the French or English.
President Hoover himself says, “ The Spanish language occupies in
this continent a place o f importance second only to English. We must
take particular care to see that the study o f Spanish, if not made com
pulsory, is at least made possible in all our secondary schools. Im
provement o f our relations with the other countries o f the continent
will require a far wider knowledge o f their economic conditions, their
institutions, and culture than we now possess, and the gateway to
any such knowledge is correct use o f the language— Spanish."
The Spanish club will observe Pan-American Day with a fiesta
tonight— the only official observance o f the event on the campus.
An excellent program has been arranged, and everyone at all inter
ested in matters Castilian to Mexican should make it a point to attend.
The day is a new one among our holidays, but it is a worthy one and
should grow in importance with years. Strengthening o f the SpanishEnglish bond is highly desirable, and we all can have a share in it.
— V. H.

An Old Story
PRING quarter brings with it an old story, a story that grows in
intensity as the quarter progresses— that o f freshman co-eds and
dates. The annual criticism, comment and kicks have begun,
coming o f course, principally from the freshman women, with sym
pathetic friends helping out. A.W.S. is the target at which most o f
them are aimed, and with the old rounds starting again, it seems
most unfortunate that something isn’t done about the present situa
tion on our campus.
During the earlier quarters o f the year a certain amount o f “ kick”
comes from the first-year women on the campus who come under the
rule that forbids dates except between 4 and 6 o ’clock during the
day, but it is generally granted that after all freshmen are new to
the campus, and until they get used to the routine o f classes and
study, it is for their own good as well as that o f the University, for
them to be required to spend a certain amount o f time studying, time
during which many o f them no doubt would have.dates. A big step
was taken last year toward relaxing the severity o f the rule, by allow
ing the girls to have their dates during the latter part o f the afternoon.
But even this granted privilege does not solve the problem o f the
annual spring quarter rounds.
The spring quarter naturally is, the time when everyone enjoys
going places, and it almost seems necessary to be accompanied by
one o f the opposite sex in this day and age. But if the freshman girl
allows herself the privilege o f such company at a time o f the day for
bidden by the A.W.S. date rule, she is punished by having her dates
for the next weekend “ jerked.” It hardly seems fair, as other women
on the campus have the privilege. The most popular time for such
dates is after the library closes in the evening. And why not? A large
majority waste that hour between 9 : 3 0 and 1 0 :3 0 o ’clock, when
they must be in. Why not let them have dates if they care to ?
After all, if a freshman girl has not learned to study and the neces
sity o f doing a certain amount o f it in two quarters, will she learn
any more during the last quarter o f her first year?— M. W.

S

Class Garbs
VIDENCES o f class distinction are appearing on this campus.
Senior white sweaters dazzle among cork-size caps o f the color
o f grass in springtime. We have but to wait a few more days
for the blossoming o f pseudo-cowboy paraphernalia o f the members
o f the junior class. And still the lowly freshman seeks shelter from
the Bear Paws under a patch o f green concentrating on a dandelion
button.^ Only the sophomore is without his badge o f servitude__ he
wouldn’ t admit it as such.

E

>Ve take our gripe writer In hand,
children, to warn you about the
symptoms of a dread disease likely to
become an epidemic on the campus.
No name has been given it, but you
may readily recognize it from the
following symptoms: Do you watch
young girls climb in and out of auto
mobiles? Do you sit in the bleachers
in the afternoon and watch the men
on the track? Do you curse fervently
when you miss a two-foot putt? Do
you stop and look into shop windows?
Do you remember after dinner that
you have some studying to do at the
library? Do you wonder who that
blonde is? If so, you have the disease.
It Is more devastating than ath
lete’s foot, American stomach, rumbleseat heart or post-blind-date gripe.
If you already have the disease,
there is no help for you. If you feel
it conning on, there's no help for you
either.
There is only one disease known
which is worse. That is a combination
of longing for leisure and sudden
desire for Sunday afternoon picnics.
Dear Uncle Hud:
I noticed you dealt generously with
blushing, but failed to suggest any
cure. Please do so.
Your loving nephew,
Joseph.
Dear Joseph:
There is no cure like prevention, or,
in some cases, covering. A good case
of sunburn will take care of the lat
ter, and regarding the former it is a
good idea to appraise each individual
who appears to be about to address
you. If this individual seems to be
about to say something about blush
Ing, raise you right hand and bring
it down sharply, .so that the tips of
your fingers would just touch the in
dividual’s head, if you didn’t have
them wound tightly around the handle
of the fcxe. This process repeated upon
each person who mentions blushing
will soon remove the most aggravat
ing cause of the plague.
Your loving uncle,
Hud.
This week’s medal goes to the guy
who can always find a new excuse to
close a letter.
Inadvertently, uncle failed to pre
scribe signals for bleacher play last
issue, so he has compiled a set and
duly records them with their mean
ings:
51-13-12: “ Keep quiet a minute, while
I listen for the night watchman.”
88-88-888: “ What time do you suppose
=• it is?”
Walt-a-mlnnit: “ Wait a minute.”
D’y love m e?: “ I’m running out of
' something to say. For heaven’s
sake help me out a bit.”
Time out: “ Wait a minute, I wanna
blow my nose.”
Don’t ! : (Sometimes that’s just what it
does mean.)
10-25: “ We’ll have to hurry or I’ll be
late.”
No: (Exact meaning of this still un
determined.)
Minmin: (Tone of voice determined
whether this is approval or dis
approval.)
“ Dedicated to Helen 8.”
The guy that knows his stuff today
Is not the practiced parlor snake;
The guy that always “ knows the
way” ,
That guy that's always “ on the make.”

SOCIAL CALENDAR
April 17, Friday
April 18, Saturday

Independents’ Mixer
The first social event given by the
newly-organized Association of NonFraternity and Non-Sorority Students
of the University of Montana was
given in the form of a mixer last
Friday evening in the women’s gym
nasium. The chaperons for the occa
sion were Professor and Mrs. Brassll
Fitzgerald, Professor and Mrs. C. H.
Riedell, Miss Alice Hancock, Darrell
Parker, Leon Richards and J. Verne
Dusenberry. Music for the evening
was furnished by Sheridan’s orches
tra. Highlights of the evening’s enter
tainment were a baritone solo by
Taylor Gardner, a blues solo by
Bertha Cone and a ball-and-chain tap
dance by Ed LeVasseur’s dancing
team.
Alpha Chi Omega Initiates
Alpha Chi Omega held initiation
Friday night for Cecile Sughrue, Ruth
Brownback, Harrison; J o s e p h i n e
Brown, Birney; Alice Lamb, Billings
Virginia Rigney, Laurel.
Alpha Chi Omega gave a banquet
at the Florence hotel Saturday night
in honor of the initiates. Dorothy
Dodge was toastmistress. Frances
Ullman welcomed the new members,
and Ruth Brownback responded for
the initiates. The rest of the program
included a talk by Ruth Thorsen, a
solo by Martha Sherman, a duet by
Rhea Traver and Georgia Fisher.
Faculty Dance
Dean T. C. Spaulding is chairman
of the committee of arrangements for
the faculty dancing party, which will
be given in North hall Friday evening,
April 17. This is the third party of
the year which is given only for fac
ulty members and dancing, music and
eftrds will be enjoyed. Those who in
tend to go have been asked to notify
Faithe Shaw, secretary to' Dean
Spaulding.
/

Communication

There will be a meeting of the
Publicity committee of the 1932
Alumni Reunion committee at
o’clock this afternoon in Professor
Housman’s office.
John Curtis, Chairman.

COLUNG SHOE SHOPS
306 N. Higgins

OSS S. Higgins

Heglaie Any Color Shoo
KEPAIHING * FINDINGS

Lost—Pair of capeskin, fur-trimmed
gloves in Main hall last week. Owner’s
name in full in the inside of each
glove. Please return to the telephone
booth.
Phi Mu Epsilon, national honorary
mathematics fraternity will hold the
first meeting of the quarter at Craig
hall at 7:30 o’clock Wednesday night.
There will be a meeting of the
Spanish club, Tuesday at 7:30 o’clock,
in room 205 of the Forestry building.
Professor Wright will speak on
aviation in Latin America.
G. O. Lockwood.
Lost—A United States history book
by Mead. Return to the Kaimin office.
Alpha Kappa Psi, men’s honorary
business fraternity, will hold a regu
lar business meeting Wednesday night
at 7:30 o’clock in Craig hall. *
Commerce club, an organization for
women majors in the School of Busi
ness Administration, will hold a regu
lar meeting at the Kappa Kappa
Gamma house Wednesday night at
7:30 o’clock. All members are urged
to be present.

Girls taking golf are requested to
get in golf scores by April 27. ONLY
Political fervor, which for the past
the lowest scores of players are to
year has been dormant on the campus,
be posted on the bulletin board out
is once more running through the
at the clubhouse.
student body at the University. No
Charlotte Smith.
candidates for office have been an
nounced, the political undercurrent
'Kappa Psi will meet to elect offi
taking an impersonal turn. Since the
cers Wednesday night at 7:30 o’clock
announcement that the Kaimin editor
sharp.
ship might be an appointive position,
Sigma Xu Initiation
Rex Whitaker, President
the students have been stirred out of
Initiation was held by Sigma Nu their lethargy and the result has been
Professor C. H. Riedell will speak
last Sunday morning. Those initiated a great amount of discussion and
on “Art Appreciation and Topics Re
were Bob Paterson of Conrad and speculation.
lated to Art” at an all-day program
Howard Rorvik of Missoula.
Previous to this year the Kaimin of the Federated Women’s club of
Melvin Kelley spent the weekend in
editor has been elected in the general Dixon, Tuesday, April 25.
Kalispell.
election on Aber Day. This, many stu
Kenneth and Alan Denton of Deer
dents perhaps rightly believe, has its
Lodge were weekend guests at the
disadvantages. Candidates are shoved
For Expert Dry Cleaning
Sigma Nu house. .
into the office through their personal
and Pressing
popularity and political backing. In
Alpha Phi Initiation
some cases this has given the Kaimin
Alpha Phi held initiation Saturday an editor who was neither interested
night for Jane Tucker, Great Falls; in the welfare of the student paper
Dial 3163
Louise Rule, Deer Lodge; Helen nor qualified to edit the publication. 612 S. Higgins
Schroeder, Missoula; Martha Kimball, The general election has only resulted
Missoula; Esther Lentz, Missoula; in inefficiency and sometimes even
Dorothy Swartz, Missoula; Marie
hard feelings. The general election,
Mathews, Moore; Faye Nimbar, Miles most students are agreed, should be
City. An initiation banquet was held abolished as far as it affects the
For Good Steaks
Sunday at the Florence hotel.
Kaimin editor.
and
Two changes are possible: The first,
North Hall
proposed by some students, is that the
Mrs. C. G. Tucker of Great Fallp instructors in the School of Journal
Fresh Oysters
is visiting her daughter, Jane, at ism should appoint the editor. The
North hall.
flaw in this plan is a fundamental one, I
| Dinner guests Sunday at North hall impinging as it does on student gov- {
were Bob Parmenter, Paul Keith, Bill eminent. The Kaimin is one of the I
Wade, Sally McMurdo, Doris MacMil few papers in the country which is
lan and Katherine Fitzgerald.
governed by the student body—it is
North hall gave its spring informal strictly a student paper.
dance Saturday evening. There were
The other change will be submit
about 75 couples present.
ted to the student body for a vote on
Aber Day. Under this revision the
417 North Higgins
8. P. E. Initiation
Kaimin editor would be chosen by the
Sigma Phi Epsilon held initiation Publications Board subject to the
Phone 3191
ceremonies Sunday for the following: approval of Central Board. This has

Ah, no; It is the fair-haired youth
Who watches Sentinel’s grassy slope,
And oft on Sundays seeks the truth
John McCarthy, Des Moines, Iowa;
Possession o f class garb appeals to the wearer’s pride. He can By peering through a telescope.
Charles Kimble, Mitchell, South Da
flaunt his social standing in the University, his political affiliations, and
The scheme was not just self-inform kota, and Roy Halverson, Billings.
not the least o f all his spring apparel which inclement weather some
Helen Schroeder, Helen Larsen and
ing,
times drives out o f sight under coats.
But a financial angle took,
E. Covington were dinner guests Sun
Ownership o f class garb, if numerically sufficient, gives that spring And all the “ art” he is deforming * day at the Sigma Phi Epsilon house.
atmosphere to the campus. It satisfies the vanity o f the undergraduate. Through charging twenty cents a
jj look.
S. A. £• Initiation
Ah, the sweaters and jackets have their advantages. But will they hang
Anna Kowscum Holm.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon initiatod last
m the closet or hide in the trunk after graduation? . . . They will
Sunday morning at 10:30 o'clock. The
either die or dye.
The above, dear children, was con initiates are Robert Cooney, Ted
tributed by a very dear friend who Cooney, Canyon Ferry; Don Paddock,
American Foresters heard the talk.
hates to see unk so overworked, try Missoula, and Robert Johnson, Plains.
Dr. Schenck, who was enroute to
ing to fill this column twice a week. Following the initiation a banquet
his home in Darmstadt, Hessa, Gerwas held at the chapter house in
many, talked on “ The Forester’s Pro
The same dear friend, children, is honor of the new members. C. F.
fession.” He stated that the forester
the one who said that if all the hairs Christianson was a guest at the cele
must base his work on three plat in all the mustaches on the campus bration.
forms: the biological, the sociological
Part-Time Faculty Member Talks to or political, and the economic or busi were laid end to end they wouldn’t
reach very far.
Corbin Hall
University of California Forestry
ness. Dr. Schenck, being of the opinion
Dinner guests Sunday at Corbin hall
Clnb
.that it is the last which most needs
Lyle Zimmerman, Ph.C. '28, recently were Romona Noll> Mrs. C. B. Sny
our attention, emphasized with great accepted a position with the Lawler der, L. Hay and Carl Snyder.
At the regular meeting of the Uni vigor his belief in the need for de
Drug company of Baker, where he has
Mrs. Snyder and Mrs. Hawks of
versity of California Forestry club, velopment of the economic side of
transferred from the Miles City Drug Great Falls were weekend guests at
held April 2, Dr. C. A. Schenck, part- forestry, including the relation of
company.
Corbin hall of Ellen Bredberg.
time faculty member of the Montana banking to forest management.
Corbin hall gave its spring informal
School of Forestry, was the principal
| Alpha XI Delta entertained Doris Saturday evening. There were about
■speaker. About 100 members of the
Virginia Warden was a dinner guest Horton and Ellen Alden at lunch Mon- 45 couples present and the music was
California club and the Society of Sunday of Kappa Alpha Theta.
furnished by Bob Leslie’s orchestra.

California Group
Hears Speech by
Dr. C. A. Schenck

Sigma Alpha Epsilon entertained at
a fireside, last Friday night at the
chapter house on Gerald avenue. Mu
sic for the occasion was furnished by
Eddie Mertz, Ralph Olson and Tommy
Melsinger. The chaperons were Pro
fessor and Mrs. I. W. Cook and Cap
tain and Mrs. F. B. Rogers.
Maude Evelyn Lehsou and Alice
Taylor were dinner guests at the
Kappa Kappa Gamma house last
Thursday evening.
Mildred Couch was a dinner guest
at the Alpha X i Delta house Friday
night
Sunday dinner guests of Sigma
Kappa were Dean and Mrs. R. C. Line,
Astrld Arnoldson and Dorothy Hanni
fin.
Roberta Carkeek and Hugh Redding
were Sunday dinner guests at the Phi
Sigma Kappa house.
Phi Sigma Kappa held a breakfast
in honor of its pledges last Sunday
morning at 5:30 o’clock.
Bill Smith, '30, motored over from
Helena last Sunday to spend the day.
Sunday dinner guests at the Sigma
Chi house were Mrs. Ted Hodges and
Mrs. Bob Warden of Great Falls.
Kappa Delta gave a fireside Satur
day night.
Kappa Delta announces the pledg
ing of Mary Palmer of Anaconda.
Donald Baldwin was a dinner guest
of Sigma Kappa last night
Geraldine' Wilson was a Sunday
guest at the Alpha X i Delta house.
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The Radio Shop
127 East Broadway

D o w n on the
Stanford Farm

THE MISSOULA CLEANERS
AND DYERS

Schramm - Hebard
Meat Market

been the case with the Sentinel editor
and business manager and the Kaimin
business manager. All of these offices
have been capably filled through this
plan of appointment. This has not
nlways been the case with the Kaimin
editor. Publications Board is com
posed of the editors of the Frontier,
Sentinel, Kaimin, the Montana Alum
nus, the business managers of the
Sentinel and Kaimin, three University
professors, two students chosen from
the student body, and a chairman also
chosen from the student body with
the consent and approval of Central
Board. Central Board is a studentelected body. Surely these groups are
better acquainted with the more capamen and. will not be swayed by
political intrigue as much as'the stu
dent body. This would not infringe
upon student government and it would
be a direct appointment by wellqualified men.
To' eliminate all possibilities of
politics and to place the choice o f the
Kaimin editor in capable hands, the
student body should vote for the Pub
lications appointment plan on Aber
Day.—F. S.

MISS
C O -E D
THE RAINBOW BEAUTY SHOP
is now featuring Fashion's fore
most, the “ NEW FRIGIDINE”
permanent wave.
Positively the quickest and
coolest‘of methods, insuring you
a permanent wave of lustre and
beauty in a loose marvel effect
or tight waves or ringlets for
the “spring activities.”
TERRY GILMORE, former in
structor in the Frigidine method
at the Chicago Hairdressing
Academy, will have charge ot
our permanent wave depart
ment.

The Rainbow Beauty Shop
Phone your appointment to 2142

. . . pipe smokers
agree with
N A Y Y • H A RV AR D
W ASH ING TO N
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the foothills to die hay”
A the curling tendrils of smoke
from pipes loaded with Edgeworth
rise to meet the sunset fire.

In the Stadium before the big
games. . . watching spring football
practice. . . in the great hall of
Encina . . . over on die Row and
up on the H ill. . . men of Stan
ford give Edgeworth the preference
over all other tobacco brands.
College men everywhereare turn
ing to Edgeworth! In 42 out of 54
of the leading colleges and univer
sities Edgeworth is .the favorite
pipe tobacco.
To win the vote of so many
college men a tobacco must be good.
If you’ve never tried Edgeworth,
begin today! The pocket tin is
only 15<f. Or, for generous free
sample, write to Larus SCBro. Co.,
105 S. 22d Street, Richmond, Va.

EDGEWORTH
SMOKING TOBACCO
Edgeworth ia a blend
of fine old hurleys,
with its natural savor
enhanced by Edgeworth’s distinctive
eleven th process.
Buy Edgeworth any
where in two forma
—“ Ready- Rubbed "
and “ Plug Slice." AH
s is e s , 15* p o c k e t
package to pound
humidor tin.
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Miller Goes
TreeShipping Classic Language
Teaching
Method
O f F o r e s tr y Change Suggested To Meeting
Down South
Nursery Ends Professor W. P. Clark Is Re-Eelected
“Spring Shipments Average Car
load of Plants a Day," Says
Professor Skeels

Don't Miss

Page Three

Marcia Saben
Sends Alumni
N ew s L e tte r

Eight W ill Receive
Band Honor Awards

EXTRA!
EXTRA!
Base Pings for
Electrical Convenience

Frances Lee Teason, Rhea Dobner
and Georgia Mae Metlen in Blue Notes
Members of Grizzly Band Will Be
at the Wilma Theater, Saturday night.
Honored Track Meet Week
Do you like dancing—we mean real
President of Classical Section
tap, dancing? Then be at the Wilma
Dean Leaves for Men’ s Advisers Theater on the night of April 18 and Gillette, Ferring, Finch and Baum
Of Association
Band medals will be awarded to
see the trio tap dancers, Helen Flem
Convention in Tennessee
eight Grizzly band members by A. S.
gartner Mentioned in Letter
Efforts of the classical section of
ing, Virginia Cooney and Marjorie
U. M. during the S. O. S. at Track
Sunday
From Graduate
the Inland Empire Education associ
Crawford.
Meet, May 14, for their services given
Phone 4840
ation will be centered this year on
This Ain't No Bull—and by whom?
Dean J. E. Miller left Sunday to
to the band in the past eight quarters
teaching foreign language as an art
attend a convention of deans and ad —Now that would be telling—but you j News ot several alumni of the State
of school. These honor medals areI
rather than a science and to empha
visers of men which is meeting this will miss a real act if you are not University was received here in a let
given every year and this year there |
size the literary value of the classic
week in Knoxville, Tennessee. This is at the Wilma theater Saturday night |ter from Marcia Patterson Saben, who
is an exceptionally large group being
languages, especially Latin, according
Can
you
think
of
anything
funnier
is
now
studying
public
health
work
the thirteenth annual conference of
awarded for this additional work to
to W. P. Clark.
this nature, and will be held under than Jim McNally as the Sheriff— at Yale University.
the
band organization.
Professor Clark, instructor of for
Mrs. Saben writes that Arnold Gil
the auspices o f the University of Ten Now Jim will surprise for he is a
The members who will receive these
eign languages, was re-elected presi
real, honest-to-goodness officer of the lette is doing some fine work for the
nessee on April 16, 17 and 18.
medals are:
dent of the classical division of the
The conference will be open Thurs law. And Bob Schell and Earl Van Yale school of drama, and that his
Dud Brown, Palo Alto, California;
association, and he was also named
day morning, April 16, with an ad Worst in one of the best dances on brother has also entered the school
Frank Holmberg, Anaconda; Curtis
chairman of the Greek and Latin dress of welcome given by President the bill.
this year. While.a student here Arnold
Barnes,
Lewistown; Eldon Couey, Mis
Miriam McLeod as the Petter of Gillette was the star of the Grizzly
council organized by the section at| Harcourt A. Morgan of the University
soula; Karl Erickson, Anaconda; Rob
its conference in Spokane last week. of Tennessee. The response will be
Even when restrained by
an<* 85 an athlete too but a track team, and set records in two
This council was formed to get given by Dean V. I. Moore of the Uni- muc^ different sort of athlete than events at the Pacific coast conference ert Dussault, Butte; Glenn Flint and
vest and coat, ties bulge
George
Bovingdon,
Missoula.
extra publicity for increased member versity of Texas. Problems which will >'ou are acquainted with on this cam- meet. He was also prominent in the
and shift about, destroying
the sartorial balance. With
ship in the section and to investigate be discussed during the remainder of Pus*
Department of Fine Arts.
vest and sometimes coats
the status of Latin and Greek in high the meeting will be: problems of adHenry Brown as the Butcher you
Ann Ferring, who also attended the
d
is c a r d e d for su m m er
schools, normals and colleges in the ministration, which will include a dis-1:1§fi remember Henry as the interUniversity ot Montana and was promi
comfort, tie uprisings are
district
cussion of the office budget, auditing pretative dancer in Hi-Jinx—three nent in dramatic affairs, was gradu
inevitable.
Information on which schools teach student organization accounts, auto years ago—well don’t miss him as
ated from Radcliffe college last
these subjects, their enrollment, com mobile regulations and operations of the Butcher—and Lee Kennedy as the
But, cheerio — SWANK |
spring, and is now secretary to Pro
parison of present enrollment with dormitories; the relation of the dean fussy Housewife.
Klip if here! Big Brotbn
fessor Baker, head of the Yale school
Seeing the worms at the Wilma
that of previous years, equipment of of* men to personnel work; “mental
o
f the S W A N K tha
of drama. •
teachers, and where they received hygiene” ; and the dean of men's prep theater Saturday night. A worm is a
smartens your collar (looks
Helen Hutchins Finch is doing so
their training is to be compiled by aration for his work. There will also worm to a bird—but to the public it
like
a pin — but isn’t)
cial case work in New Haven, Con
members of the council.
SWANK Klip tethers the
be a joint meeting of the deans with is a fascination. Don't miss seeing a necticut,. and her husband, Gene
worm—when a worm isn't a worm.
tie — holds it correctly,
Others outside of the educational fraternity executives.
Agents of
Finch, is now a professor in the Yale
Seeing one of several beautiful
ranks represented in t h e group
comfortably where it be*
Speakers at the convention will repDepartment of English.
Corona and Underwood
longs. Clever in design,
proper, who are interested in classic resent
Universities of North I choruses Saturday night This one
Leona Baumgartner has just re
SWANK Klip LOOKS right !
literature, will be enlisted by the sec Dakota, Michigan, DePauw, pitts- will be composed of Louise Rule,
turned to New Haven from a visit
— does its work smartly, j
tion to promote study and appreci urgh, Ohio Wesleyan, Purdue, Illinois, Katherine Frogner, Sheila Brown,
abroad of two and one-half years. She
ation ot foreign languages. An exam- Kentucky, Iowa, North Carolina and Helen Swearingen, Marguerite Brown,
has been doing work toward a Ph.D.
SWANK for collars ■pie of such a patron is Stoddard King, I Northwestern; Beloit college, Wabash Illgomar 01sen> Jane Tucker, Mildred in bacteriology.
50c to $ 10.
Day-TAXI-Night
columnist on the Spokesman Review, college, and the Georgia School of Swanson, Helen Schroeder, Dorothy
SWANK Klip—
Swartz.
PHONE 3484 BUS TERM INAL
who has a wide knowledge of Latin, Technology.
50c to *10.
Don’t miss seeing Jane Snyder as
and who addressed the meeting of the
Dean Miller will be gone for about
__ 86c
1 passenger __ :__
a housewife and Ruth Wold as one
2 passengers ____
___60c
classical section at its conference.
|two weeks.
3 p a ssen gers________ ’______ 76c
of the leads in Varsity Vodvil at the
4 passengers ____________ $1.00
Wilma theater Saturday night, April
(16 block limit)
18.

Mosby’s, Inc.
Electrical Supplies

Spring shipping from the University
nursery was finished last week, ac
cording to Professor Dorr Skeels, of
the School of Forestry, who directs
the work of the project
Mr. -Skeels stated that the nursery
had been shipping on the average of
a carload of plants a day. A crew of
12 men was employed, with C. E. Rob
bins as foreman. Over 500,000 trees
have been shipped'this spring to 1,000
farmers. This is practically the same
number of plants as was shipped last
year.
When shipping was completed last
week, work was started immediately
on the planting of next year's plants.
“ We will plant enough seeds for ap
proximately 700,000 plants,”
Mr.
Skeels said.
“ This has been the best spring we
have ever had for shipments,” he con
tinued. “The cold weather that we
have had tended to hold the plants
back from budding. As it is much
more satisfactory to ship the plants
before they bud, it was much easier
to conduct our shipments.
“The nursery is in the healthiest
sort of condition. A recent inspection
revealed no trace of disease, insect
trouble or infection of any kind. The
ground upon which the nursery is
situated is composed of the best type
of soil possible for nursery purposes.
The silt is three feet deep. It is so con
ducive to easy growth that there is a
tendency for trees to grow from stray
seeds which are carried in by thej
Bob White as the sweet, coy and
wind. In fact, this has proved annoy- j
alluring sweetheart and Charles Holing to us at different times, so great i
strom as the young fellow who brings
is this growth. The breezes that come
all lovers together.
out of Hell Gate canyon are a great
And don’t miss seeing Lloyd Anprotection to the plants in the nur-i
sery, in keeping the frosts away.”
Burglars Bore Locker Boor to Steal |drews “
klnd- 8Wect wife ot the
big, burley Giant
Students in the School of Forestry
New Merchandise and Fifteen
are given opportunities for studying |
Do you know anything about a
Dollars
conditions in the nursery each year. State Druggists Indicate Medicinal
newspaper? Well, don’t w o r r y —
Several are kept busy during the ship
neither does the writer but here is
Plants Employed for Drug
Thieves entered and ransacked the
ping and planting seasons and thus
how
we can get some first-hand
supply house on the University golf
Preparation
are given a great deal of practical
knowledge. Be at the Wilma theater
course late Saturday night or early
experience and observation in tree
Saturday night and see Icyle Rich,
Replies to a questionnaire and sur-1 ®undaV “ oraing “ d approximately Mary Wilson, Frances Schaff, Ruth
growth and silviculture.
vey sent last week to more than tw o!*70 ln merchandise, ?15 In currency Johnson, Gladys Mayo, Mary Sulgrove,
hundred Montana druggists are being and small change was taken
|Grace Ludwig, Emma Bravo, Rhea
The thieves gained entrance by bor
received at the School of Pharmacy.
Dobner and Louise Tendeland as the
Dean Charles E. Mollett prepared ing out the lock on the outside door Printers’ Devils.
a list of medicinal plants growing in which leads into the locker room and
Seeing Virginia Cooney, Fay McCol
then treating the supply room door in
the state and in connection with this
lum, Berneis Pomeroy and Marion
research requested that in their re- the same manner. The shade in the Wilcox in a very beautiful and lively
east window was drawn and it is
i plies the druggists list the plants used
dance.
thought that they worked while the
by them in preparation of drugs.
Don’t miss seeing Varsity Vodvil at
Pamphlet and Poster Will Feature
An item of interest was sent in weekly Saturday night dance at the the Wilma theater, Saturday night,
Montana’s Program of Study
by E. P. Porter ot Belgrade in which |clubhou8e was in £uU swing- when April 18. The biggest Vodvil show
And Recreation
he stated that a well near Red Lodge philliP Patter80n' attendant, arrived to be presented in Missoula this year.
suddenly began to produce a heavy Sunday morning both doors were
Summer study and Rocky Mountain liquid containing about 16 per cent standing wide open and the supply
recreation is the theme of the pam in a supply sufficient to ship three room was a scene of upheaval. Pat
phlet and the poster which are being barrels daily. This product, officially terson made a thorough investigation
distributed throughout the country by sulphinated bitunum, is also called and found that only new golf balls and
the Milwaukee railroad concerning the ichthymall, and is obtained from de new clubs had been taken. So far as
summer school session at the State posits of fossil fish. Although it has could be determined none of the con
University at Missoula.
been found in the West the greatest fections or beverages in the commis
A feature of the weekend excursions supply comes from Tyrol. It is used sary had been touched.
will be the four-day trip to Glacier in medicinal preparations for skin
A set of seven new steel-shafted Home Economics Professor Works on
park. Every weekend a trip is offered disease.
clubs, a bag and four dozen balls were
Committee Outlining Home
to those students who wish to visit
Economics Program
Davis H. Blutt, University of Iowa, missing. There were several sets of
the various p o i n t s of interest has requested a detailed survey of clubs which belonged to club mem
throughout the western part of Mon
Helen Gleason, professor of home
plants being raised m the medicinal bers but the marauders did not bother
tana.
drug garden of the School of Pharm with these. They cleaned out the cash economics, returned Sunday from Spo
A wide range of courses is offered
acy. This information will be used drawer but overlooked two $5 bills kane where she attended the Inland
the summer school student in the
in a survey of all pharmacy schools which were cached in a candy box Empire Teacher’s association meet
sciences, English, foreign language,
ing.
in plain view.
having a medical garden.
physical education, journalism, etc.
No clue has as yet been discovered
She worked with a committee on
There is an opportunity for graduate
but police feel reasonably sure that objectives for home economic courses
as well as undergraduate study.
it was not a one-man job and evidence on the college level, helping with or
A full extra-curricular program is
tends to show that one of the accom ganization of the committee and out
provided, consisting of- public lec
plices was a woman.
lining a program which will be carried
tures, weekly convocations, dramatic
out during two years of investigation
performances and a social program
and conference. Every college and
under the guidance of the social di
university in the Inland Empire is
rector.
represented on the committee.
Clark and Coleman Are Chairmen of
Miss Rua Van Horn, home econom
Divisions In Education
ics extension agent at Bozeman, was
Association
chosen president of the home econom
ics division of the Inland empire.
Six University professors obtained Alumni, Active Members, Pledges Will
leave of absences to attend the InAttend Commemoration
Patricia .Torrance spent the week
Affair
end at the home of her parents in
“ Future’s Unwritten Bat Recorded” Is land Empire Educational association
meeting
held
in
Spokane
April
8,
9,
--------------Butte.
In April Historical Outlook
10.
Sigma Delta Chi, men’s national
Professors H. G. Merriam, Rufus professional journalism fraternity, *9ean Sanders and Jack Toole spent
“ Future’s Unwritten but Recorded
History” by Professor A. R. Wright Coleman, W. E. Maddock, W. P. Clark, i will hold its annual Founders’ day the weekend at Flathead lake as .the
appeared ln the April issue ot the His M. J. Elrod and F. O. Smith left Mis- banquet April 19 at the Palace hotel. guests of Miss Sander’s parents.
torical Outlook, a journal for readers soula Tuesday to attend the meeting IThe banquet is held every year in
and teachers of history and social in Spokane. Mrs. C. H. Clapp also honor of the Sigma Delta Chi initiattended.
ates and marks the date of the foundstudies.
Nowadays It Pays
Professor Coleman was chairman of ing of the fraternity April 17, 1909.
The article covers the possibilities
It is expected that approximately 25
and advantages of teaching history the Council of Teachers of English
to
Pick Your Barbei
and social sciences by talking movies. Ian<* Professor Clark was chairman of i alumni, active members and pledges
Mr. Wright believes this method will the. classical department of the asso- of the organization will be present at
Carefully
not replace but supplement the pres- elation. Professor Merriam gave a talk this banquet Wilfred Felhaber, gradent textbook and teacher instruction. 011 “ Who Are Our Western Authors?” uate of the School of Journalism and And the biggest dividends ln good
The sound film will be able to teach an(I "Latin Teaching as Seen by an now state editor of the Associated
appearance comes to the one
more accurately and vividly than English Teacher.” Professor Maddock Press at Helena, will be one of the
who chooses a barber dis
books the lives of the common man on “ The Influence of Attitudes on main speakers at the banquet. He will
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P h a rm a cists Thieves Ransack
Club House for
Answer Query
Golf Equipment
On P lant Use

Railroad Offers
Wide Information
On Summer Term

p |

TYPEWRITERS

Stone and Pardee
Make Sunday Trip
To P hilipsburg

Dean’s Secretary Does Research on
Early Placer Locations In
Bear Gulch
A. L. Stone, dean of the School of
Journalism and Mary Pardee, his sec
retary, journeyed to Philipsburg Sun
day, to look into Granite county
records. Mary Pardee is making a
complete study of the early placer
locations in old Bear Gulch.
In an effort to learn more con
cerning the early locations of Placer
mining in Bear Creek, Dean Stone
and Mary Pardee visited all the old
mining camps enroute to Philipsburg.
They scraped up bits of information
from an early settler in this region.
At Philipsburg Dean Stone received
some interesting Information which
concerned further contributions to the
Kaimin laboratory. Mary Pardee was
a guest of her grandfather at Philips
burg.

Gleason Returns
From Education
Meet in Spokane Aber Day

Article by Wright
Appears in Journal

and woman together with affairs of
international importance, according to
Mr. Wright. Furthermore a record of
current and future history may be
handed on to posterity by this new
instrument, the sound film.
ARNOLDSON RETURN'S
Mrs. Louise Arnoldson returned
home yesterday from the conference
of Inland Empire Education associ
ation held in Spokane last week. While
there Mrs. Arnoldson was nominated
for chairman of the modern language
section. She declined this office, how
ever.

Six Professors Go
To Inland Empire
MeetinSpokane|Sigma Ddta chi
Will Hold Annual
Banquet April 19

Success in Teaching.” Dr.^ Elrod on Jvisit here Sunday and Monday and
“ Minimum Essentials in the Sciences,” -will inspect the local chapter of the
Dr. Smith on “ Relation of Freshman fraternity.
Aptitude Test Scores to University
Dean A. L. Stone and Professor R.
Achievement,” and Mrs. Clapp talked L. Housman of the School of Jour- 1
on the significant relations of psy- nalism, who are members of *this
chology and education to the prepar- organization will also give speeches,
atipn of modern youth for effective Mel Rawn, president of the organizahome living as seen by a home-maker, tion, will be toastmaster at the banWith the exception of Mr. Merriam quet.
all the professors returned Saturday.
A meeting will be held tonight by
the local chapter to discuss further
Leah Stewart spent the weekend at plans for the banquet. Also the pro
her home in Helena.
gram for the entertainment of Inter
scholastic Editorial a s s o c i a t i o n
Eileen Jennings was a dinner guest delegates will be discussed at this
of Alpha Phi Friday night.
meeting.

playing this sign;

RAINBOW—136 N. Higgins
METROPOLE—101 E. Main
FLORENCE—163 N. Higgins
PIONEER-123 W. Main
SOUTH SIDE—627 S. Higgins

lH

FOR SALE OR RENT
At Reasonable Rates
LISTER TYPEWRITER
SERVICE

Patronize Kaimin Advertisers*

Taxi Service In the City
Mlssonla, Montana
D O N ’T W A L E

CALL US

SWANK

. COLLAR HOLDERS
TIB KLIPS
c o l la r bu tton s - d r e s s sets —ligh ters
Baer & Wilde Company, Attleboro, Mam.

Maktn of tht Famous Kum-a-^an lu ff Buttons

The First National Bank
Solicits Your Patronage

“ It is w ise n o t t o
seek a secret
and h onest n ot
t o reveal i t . . . . ”

So

Reminds One o f
That Back Yard
Which Must Be

never mind
how we do it—

Cleaned Up

Our Complete Stock
of
GARDEN TOOLS AND

at$2<

■

).75

HOSE

Men’s ‘Club’ Oxford Gray
2-Pant Suits

Will Supply Your Needs

U C lfS

Barney’s Fashion Shop

N ew

Columbia Records
AT LAST I’M HAPPY
Incidental Singing by Ted Lewi3
TRULY I LOVE YOU
Ted L«wis and His Band
No. 2408
BY THE RIVER SAINTE MARIE
RUNNING BETWEEN THE
RAIN-DROPS Guy Lombardo
and His Royal Canadians
No. 2101
LOVE FOR SALE (from "The New
Yorkers” )
9# OUT OF A HUNDRED WANNA
BE LOVED
Ben Selvln and His Orchestra
No. 2400
I SURRENDER, DEAR
SING SONG GIRL (Little Yella
Cinderella)
Mickle Alpert and His Orchestra
No. 2103
WE CAN LIVE ON LOVE
I HATE MYSELF (For Fulling In
Love With You)
Smith Ballew and His Orchestra
No. 2400
THE KING’ S HORSES (And the
King’s Men)
THE SLEEPY TOWN EXPRESS
California Ramblers
No. 2307
I WANT YOU FOR MYSELF
IT S A LONESOME OLD TOWN
(When You’re Not Around)
Ted Wallace and His Campus Boys
No. 2402

S m ith ’s D ru g Store

Keep Cool... Keep Well
W ith Student Store Ice Cream
Ice cream is healthy, delightfully refreshing and satisfying. What
better way to keep up your bodily spirits and mental spirits, too,
during the warm days now, and the warmer days later, than to
acquire the habit of dropping in to the Student Store for ice cream,
cool drinks, and a refreshing moment of rest, every day in the
week?

Associated Students’ Store
ON THE CAMPUS
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Oakes Gives
Track Team Women Athletes
Sign for Tennis, Scrimmages
Sets Records
Baseball Squads
To Try Team
In Practices Co-ed Physical Edncatlon Class Lists
Including Track. Archery
Are Filled

Several Records Are Unofficially
Broken or Approached in
Saturday Trials
Favored by warm weather for one
of the few days of Montana springtime, the track and field team Sat
in
excellent
urday t u r n e d
performances for an early season.
Several of the track and field events
approached or unofficially broke state
collegiate records.
Bob Nelson, present holder of the
state record in the high jump at 6
feet 7-8 inches, cleared the bar in
his favorite jump at 6 feet 1% inches.
Snick Lockwood three times hurled
the javelin over 190 feet, the tape
showing 190 feet 7 inches as his best
throw. This is almost four feet bet
ter than the state record.
Low on Sprints

ing to the form and accuracy of hits.
To be awarded honors in track at
least 12 points must be won, accord
ing to the Standard Scoring syBtem
found in the Nation Handbook on
Archie Grover is stepping a mighty fine 8 8 0 and by the looks o f
women’s athletics and must occur In
things is going to make a few half milers on the Pacific coast wish
six events choosing not more than
they had taken up bridge instead o f track.
Honors In Swimming, Tennis and two from each of the following:
dashes, including hurdles, jumps and
Track Win 25, 50, 75 Points for
throws.
Athletic Co-eds
Daily Workouts and Instruction in
Emile Perey, co-captain o f the 1931 Grizzly track team, can be

Football Fundamentals Is
With two more classes still to en
roll, the list of women who have
signed up for teams in tennis, track,
archery and baseball in women's phy
sical education, is full.
Those who intend to compete for
a position on the archery team are:
Ada Wood, Laura Martin, Phyllis Mills
and Alice Lamb. The track list has
the following names: Marcella Ma
lone, Doris Johnson, Olive Midgett,
Eva Lesell, Emma Pokorney and Mar
jorie Davis.
Tennis enthusiasts who have en
rolled are: Eleanor McDonald, Esther
Epstein, Elizabeth Carruthers, Billie
Morgan, Ada Wood, Laura Martin,
Gladys Mayo, Gladys Schini, Margaret
Sullivan, Lucille Brown, Evelyn Balgord, Mildred Trussel, Martha Averill and Ellen Galusha.
The list pertaining to baseball in
cludes the names of the following
women: M a r y , Sulgrove, Estelle
Fletcher, Celia Caffin, Sara Miles,
Glory Morin, Pansie Shaw, Juanita
Armour, Vera Anderson, Mildred Renshaw, Louise Harmon, Curley Gosswiller, Margaret Groombridge, Mary
Schoenhals, Leola Stevens, Eleanor
Henriksen, Marie Cuffe and Mary
Rose.

Montana, usually noted for its
sprinters, is weaker this year in that
event than for many years. In dual
meets this may be disastrous for when
every point must be fought for, any
one point may decide victory or loss.
Bud and Archie Grover are suffer
ing from attacks of flu. Archie ran
in the time* trials Saturday and the
clock caught him at 51.3 seconds in
the quarter mile. Yesterday afternoon
he did not run. Bud is confined in
bed with influenza.
True to Montana weather, last
Saturday and Sunday were what the
newspaper weather forecast would
call, “ fair and warm.” Yesterday
brought out the old contrast—cold
weather. One trackman, commenting
upon the weather, said that the cal
endar should be changed, “Move Sun
day over to Friday, and we will re
main, truly yours. .
Maurice Wedum and Kirk Badgley
Baces •
Shot Lowest Scores for

Opening G olf
Tourney Won
B y Stu den ts

Monte Robinson and Joe Roe both
earned their numerals as the result
of the two races they ran Saturday.
Roe earned his frosh numeral when
he raced to the tape in the half-mile
in a dead heat with Bob White in
2 minutes 1 2-5 seconds. Monte Rob
inson sprinted in another dead heat
in the hundred with John Bills. The
event was timed in 10 1-5 seconds.
No hurdles nor two-mile races were
run Saturday.
The results of the events:
100-yard dash: Bills, Robinson
(dead heat). Time 10 1-5 seconds.
220-yard dash: Parmenter, .time
22.5.
440-yard dash: Archie Grover, time
51.3.
880-yard run: Bob White, Joe Roe
(dead heat). Time 2 minutes 1 2-5
seconds.
Mile run: Clarence Watson, time 4
minutes 32 seconds.
Pole vault: Billy Burke, 11 feet 6
inches.
Discus: Perey, 127 feet.
High jump: Bob Nelson, 6 feet 1%
inches.
Broad jump: A1 Flint, 21 feet 4%
inches.
Shot put: Henry Murray and Perey
tied at 41 feet 7 inches.
Javelin: Lockwood, 190 feet 7
inches.

News Publication
Will Be Mailed to
Press E ntrants
Editorial Association’s Program Will
Inclnile Talks by Flint,
Garver
Four-page newspapers have been
published and will be sent out to all
high school entries in the Interschol
astic Editorial Newspaper contest
held May 14 and 15. These newspapers
will take -the place of the mimeo
graphed sheets used in previous years.
A complete program has been pub
lished in the paper, giving the list
of all high schools entered and the
news of the Editorial association
of the month. According to Mrs. Inez
Abbott, who is in charge of the con
test, all delegates' names must be
listed with her by May 1. The judg
ing of the newspapers will take place
this week.
The principal speakers at this news
paper meeting will be William Gar
ver, graduate of the School of Jour
nalism at Montana and now instructor
of journalism at Great Falls high
school and Paul Flint, Helena, who
is the representative of the Montana
State Press association. Mr. Garver
will speak Thursday morning, May 14,
on "The Organization of the High
School Newspaper" and Mr. Flint will
discuss “The High School Newspaper
and the State” the following day.
RANDALL RETURNS
FROM CONVENTION

18 Holes
Students won the opening golf
tourney from the faculty by a decisive
score of 11 to 3 at the University golf
course Sunday. Maurice Wedum and
Kirk Badgley shot the two lowest
scores for 18 holes? The inter-college
tournament begins Wednesday, April
15, playing a round robin schedule.
The score was decided on the point
system, one point for the first nine
holes, one point for the second nine
and also a point for total number of
points. R. Flint won from G. D. Sliallenberger 3-0; Maurice Wedum 2, Kirk
Badgley 1; J. Dahlin 1, W. B. Maddock 2; Dave Fitzgerald 2, Harry
Adams 0; Bob Davis 3 and D. Parker
0.
The departments which will enter
in the inter-college matches are:
Journalism School vs. School of Busi
ness Administration and the School of
Ats and Science vs. the School of Law.
Tentative candidates for the foursoines are: School of Journalism, R.
Hendon, captain; R. Flint, J. Lewis,
J. Kamps, M. Anderson and E. Astle;
School of Business Administration, M.
Wedum, L. LeRoux, B. Crawford, H.
Verheek and C. Hemgren; School of
Arts and Science, R. Lewon, D. Fitz
gerald, W. Erickson, J. Dahlin, P.
Patterson, H. Baty, R. Breen and N.
Gough; School of Law, J. Morrow, A.
Johnson, J. Mayland and R. ‘ Davis.
The team play will use the same
point system as was used in the
student-faculty match. The captain
.of each foursome will arrange the
individual matches and the first
matches must be played off by Satur
day, April 1. The second round
matches must be played the following
week Saturday and Sunday, April 2425. Turn in all scores to Harry Adams.
Adams said today that if satsifactory scores were turned in during this
match that there is a great chance for
a two-man team to be awarded, a
chance to go to the coast and enter
into competition. He said, however,
that the scores must border close to
the 75 mark for 18 holes to be eligible.

Major M il burn Gets
Notice of Transfer
Order Places Major at Staff School in
Leavenworth, Kansas
Major Frank W. Milburn, command
ing officer of the University R. O. T.
C. unit, recently received notice of
transfer to the Command and General
Staff School at Leavenworth, Kansas.
By direction of the President of the
United States, commander-in-chief of
the army and navy, Major F. W. Milburn and several other officers, who
have been in command at other State
Universities, were ordered to report
to the Commandant of the Staff
School not earlier than August 20 and
not later than August 29, 1931. The
Command and General Staff School
Is strictly a staff officers* training
institution and all men who are de
tailed there must put in a two-year
period.

Margaret Randall, president of W.
A. A., returned yesterday from Reno,
Nevada, where she attended the prov
ince convention of that organization
as Montana's delegate.
J. B. Speer, University registrar,
The convention, was held April 9, left Sunday for Buffalo, New York,
10 and 11. The 57 delegates which where he will attend a national con
represented all chapters in the west. vention.

Sweater Points
Can Be Obtained
In W.A.A. Sports

Program
To give the boys a chance .to show,"
was the sage comment of Bunny
Oakes as he watched his footballers
go through the first real spring scrim
mage. With three scrimmages each
week and plenty of instruction in
football fundamentals Coach Oakes
hopes to have a fair idea of just what
kind of a team he will be able to
turn out next fall.
The kicking situation is not as good
as it should be and Oakes is giving
each man a chance to do his stuff.
Pat Caven, Wobby Smith and Lowell
Dailey are spending a great part of
their time at punting, each showing
good possibilities. The line material
this year is above par. Kuka, Vidro,
Breen and Snyder are all big men
and like the game.
Crowley, Fox and Smith showed
their stuff at quarterback Saturday,
each having the possibilities to make
good at the signal position. Loomis
and Dailey are the fullback material
and Breen is looking good at center.
Some of the best, material will play
their first year of varsity next fall
and with a little experience the Griz
zly team is going to make it plenty
tough for members of the Pacific con
ference.
The old bugaboo of bad grades is
liable to make it quite tough for
Coach Oakes when school opens next
fall. Many of the first string men
are behind on grade points and unless
this condition changes there will be
a lot of good football material sitting
on the bench.
,

CINDER CHATTER

seen each and every afternoon trying to break a few windows in the
gym— the 16-pound shot is his ammunition.
Monty Robertson, yearling, showed his heels to a few veterans in
the 100-yard dash Saturday afternoon. Maybe Jock Jias another Rus
sell Sweet on his hands.
Bob Nelson topped the stick at 6 feet I 1-2 inches at practice Sat
urday. At that height Bob is going to be right among the best o f them.
Coach Oakes is still calling for more football candidates. Experi
ence is not essential and there should be more than thirty-odd men
out on the field each day.
The first real scrimmage was held last Saturday. “ Bunny” had the
boys go about an hour and the absence o f roommate tactics was very
noticeable.

Honors that will apply toward W.
A. A. points may be won this quar
ter in women’s physical education by
passing successfully tests in swim
ming, tennis and track. These tests
will be given soon.
In swimming 25 points may be won
by passing tests in form and distance
Swimming, in stunts and in diving.
Fifty and 75 points may be won in
the same events by completing harder
tests.
In tennis 50 points will be awarded
for the following points, forehand and
backhand drives, serve, lob, volley and
smash. The judges will grade accord-

Miller Lectures
In Butte Saturday

Major Milburn was on the field Saturday all decked out like an
J. E. Miller has returned from
Easter parade. It sure seems funny to see the “ Major” without the
Butte, where he delivered the first
familiar grey cap telling the boys how it is done.
spoke Friday and Saturday mornings.
Among the men who are sweating away at fall work in spring
weather are Benson, Botzenhardt, Breen, Brown, Caven, Cosper,
Crowley, Cox, Cooney, Castor, Currie, Dailey, Davidson, Dahlberg, Disbrow, Dwyer, Eckley, Fox, Evenson, Hinman, Soenke, Shaw, Thomp
son, Thrailkill, Vidro, Vickerman, Wilson, Williams, Wilcox and
Prather.

Music Club Gives
[Turney-High W ill
Program at Meet
Teach at Madison

Bowls and glasses furnished free.

MAJESTIC CANDY &
BEVERAGE CO.

Dr. V. R. Jones
Dentist

Phone 5464

The course, which is modern Euro
pean history, from 1914-1930, is being
offered for University credit, and Mr.
Miller will give about six more lec
tures during the term. There are 41
people registered in the course, which
will last during the whole quarter.

Jimmy Phelan has 131 footballers out for spring practice. “ Bun
ny” Oakes has 31 and Montana plays Washington. Nuff said.
Jimmy Morrow and Ted Mellinger, former Grizzlies, are giving
Coach Oakes a helping hand for the first few days o f spring practice.

PUNCH

Let Us Supply Your Needs
for that
FORMAL or FIRESIDE

Open Evenings
Student Appointments
Made Eliminating
Conflicts with Classes.

For Prompt Service
Call

THE FLORENCE LAUNDRY
Phone 2302

fy'tcuri H o & u v
It Pays to Look Your Best
Patronize

Faculty Golfers
Defeat Students
School of Forestry Staff Scores 3-1
Victory Over Student Players
Faculty golfers of the School of
Forestry defeated their student oppon
ents Sunday afternoon to the tune of
3-1. The tourney was not in conjunc
tion with the regular student-faculty
meet, but was held to settle scores
between profs and students o f that
school.
The players were matched as fol
lows: Jerry Ramskill and Buck Mer
rill; I. W. Cook and Evan Goodacre;
G. D. Shallenberger and Ellis Clark;
T. C. Spaulding and Evans Hawes.

Phi Sigma Arranges
Plans fo r Q uarter
Hazel Landeen Presents Paper on
“Medicinal Plants of Florida”
Plans for this quarter’s meetings
of Phi Sigma, national honorary bio
logical organization, were made at
that group's meeting Tuesday night
in the Natural Science building.
A paper on “Medicinal Plants of
Florida” was given by Hazel Landeen,
graduate student and assistant in the
School of Pharmacy.
Choice of candidates for next year’s
offices will be made at the next meet
ing of Phi Sigma, which will be held
Tuesday, April 28.

Jacobson, Welsberg, Wiley, Hamilton, Anthropologist Spends Seven Weeks
at University of Wisconsin
Dickinson, Dnnn Perform
Music club gave a program Thurs
day evening in De Loss Smith’s studio
at its regular meeting.
The program was as follows:
You Will Not Come Again.......... Crist
Petal Drift______________ ;
Fox
Marjorie Dickinson
When Two That Love Are Parted___
J________________
Secchi
Life and Death______________ —Taylor
Kathleen Dunn
The Sleigh ....__
Konutz
I Know a Hill_______
Welpley
O Sleep Why Dos’t Thou Leave Me....
________________ ____ _____ _ Handel
Miss Wiley
Dance of Gnomes—
__ 1_______ Liszt
Mary Hamilton
From a Wandering Iceberg_________
____________________
MacDowell
S o n g _____________________MacDowell
Dora Jacobson
A Talk____.—Present Trends of Music
Mr. Weisberg

Psi Chi W ill Hold
Meeting Wednesday

Dr. Harry Turney-High, chairman
of the Department of Economics and
Sociology, has been appointed profes
sor of anthropology at the University
of Wisconsin at Madison for the sum
mer quarter of seven weeks.
He is taking over one course of Dr.
Elizabeth Gowen’s and several of
Dr. Ralph Linton’s, distinguished eth
nologist.
Del Davis who has been in the hos
pital since April 10 will be out soon.
Deane Jones left this afternoon for
Hamilton.

McKenzie-Wallace Service Station

get your own personal
FREE copy of

"BE BEAUTIFUL'

TheMissoulaClub

It will tell you how to culti
vate and retain the beauty
th at is rig h tfu lly y o u rs.

Specializes in

JEAN N O LA N
BEAUTY AIDS
ARE FOR YOU
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HAMBURGERS
BEER
MALTED MILKS
For Hungry Students
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out stale tobacco, it’ s hot and
irritating to the throat.
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It’s Coming April 18

C am els

The Biggest and Finest Collection of .University Talent
Ever Assembled on One Program

It’S

to call a t our store and

Ail the Way
Down
I

SHELL 400

INVITES YOU

The G r iz z ly B arber
Shop

Cool

Psi Chi will meet at the home of
Professor F. O. Smith, 4Q8 Daly
avenue, Wednesday evening at 8:30
o’clock. Professor C. H. Riedell of the
Department of Fine Arts will talk on
“Art Appreciation as Related to
Psychology.”
Part of the meqting will be devoted
to discussion of the ticket sale for the
lecture of Dr. C. A. Ruckmick, April
Paul North was sent to the hospital 27. It is important that all members
April 9 but will be out in a few days. pf Psi Chi be present

The Gas that starts.
The Gas that has power.
The Gas that polk on high.
The Gas that is economical.

Lehson B lk.

—NOVEL!
—EXCITING!!
—A WOW!!!

VARSITY V0DVIL
Wilma Theater, April 18
Admission, 75c and $1.00
TICKETS ON SALE APRIL 16, 17, 18

F a c to r y -fr e s h CAM ELS
are air-sealed in the new
Sanitary Package which
keeps the dost and germs
ont and keeps ike flavor in.
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